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+12127663388 - http://www.vietspotnyc.com/

Here you can find the menu of Vietspot Noodle And Sandwich in New York. At the moment, there are 18 courses
and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Arthur Hollmann

likes about Vietspot Noodle And Sandwich:
The classic banh mis and summer rolls here are fantastic. This place makes some of the best banh mis that I've

come across, and they're quite large and not too expensive. They also have hoisin sauce and sriracha for
dressing (no sweet chili sauce here unfortunately). The summer rolls are very mint-forward, which I enjoyed but
it's not typical for them to be so minty. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and be

served in nice weather. What Basma Z doesn't like about Vietspot Noodle And Sandwich:
Flavorful broth, more in the bland side. Overcooked noodles. Summer rolls were good but i could barely taste the

shrimp, it was cut very thinly (half a shrimp per roll, basically) and had no flavor other than mint.The ordering
process was kinda off. I asked for the combo that was advertised at the door, which was pho+appetizer+coffee.
The cashier told me it comes with soda. I asked for what was advertised at the door... read more. Fresh mint,

crunchy salad, sprouts and a few drops of lime combined with rice noodles and meat - all of this can be found not
only during your vacation in Vietnam on the menu, but also when visiting the nearby Vietspot Noodle And

Sandwich in New York, With the catering service from Vietspot Noodle And Sandwich in New York, the meals can
be eaten on-site or at the festival. Of course, we must not forget the extensive selection of coffee and tea
specialties in this locale, The yummy sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks are also suitable for a

snack.
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Sauce�
MAYONNAISE

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Shish�
MINT
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APPETIZER

NOODLES

PANINI

SOUP

FISH

Ingredient� Use�
CHILI

SHRIMP

TOFU

LYCHEE

BEEF

VEGETABLES

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
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